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Communication update 
 

 

24 March 2020 

Update on our planning for the Coronavirus outbreak   

Last night (Monday 23 March 2020) the UK Government announced strict new curbs on life in 

the UK to tackle the spread of coronavirus. People now must stay at home except for 

shopping for necessities, limited daily exercise, any medical need and travelling to and from 
work, but only where this is absolutely necessary and cannot be done from home. These 

measures apply to all parts of the UK.  

What that means for Openreach 

What Openreach does is critical to maintaining the fabric of UK society – connecting people 

has never been more important than right now. That’s why many Openreach roles have been 
categorised as ‘key worker’ status by the Government. We also want to ensure the safety of 

our people and the general public. Our approach, based on the new Government advice, is as 
follows:  

We will now prioritise only the essential work and absolutely minimise work that 
requires our engineers to enter end customer premises.  

Provision work carried out by Service Delivery and Fibre and Network Delivery will be 
limited to: 

•     Self-install activities (i.e. where there is no engineering visit to the end customer 

premises) 

•     Service to vulnerable end customers (in-home and carried out safely, only where 

essential) 

•     Those end customers who have no other form of broadband or telephony available - and 

we will look to deal with these via escalation channels jointly with the CP to find a 

solution that doesn’t require a home visit 

•     On-premises work for critical national infrastructure customers (NHS, pharmacies, utilities, 

emergency services, retail and wholesale food distribution outlets, financial services 
businesses and other categories defined by the Government) 

 

https://openreach-comms.co.uk/t/BAK-6SVHE-6FKHTQUPF8/cr.aspx
https://openreach-comms.co.uk/t/BAK-6SVHE-KHTQUP-40436Z-1/c.aspx


Repair work for both volume and business products will continue to be focused on restoring 

service with safe working practices, and with revised processes to further reduce social 
interaction wherever possible.  

With immediate effect:  

•     Appointment books will be closed for new appointed provision with books moved out 

to 1 June 2020 

•     We will attempt to complete appointed inflight orders outside of the premises 

•     Non appointed orders will continue to go ahead where no visit is required to go to 

the premises (transfers, upgrades to Fibre to the Cabinet) 

•      Repair books will remain open at this time- we are reviewing non urgent repair 

•      Engineers will be asked NOT to enter the end customer premises and to 

enable/restore service where possible from outside of the premises 

•      We will ask CPs to help us identify Critical Network Infrastructure and vulnerable 

end customer tasks in order to prioritise these 

 
Our priority is to ensure that end customers remain connected at this time. We will be asking 

our CPs to work with their end customers to understand alternative means of connectivity and 
to limit the movements of end customers between networks, due to the likelihood of an in-

home visit being required. 
 

It is our expectation that we will shortly announce national MBORC. This will be subject to 

separate communications that will be provided later today.  
We will be sharing more detail as it is available, and we will be reaching out to the 

operational teams to work this through. 

 
Meanwhile, if you have any questions, please contact your account team. 
 

Regards 

 

Openreach Communications 

 

 

  

 


